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Abstract: It is a challenging issue to provide a secure and conditional anonymous authentication1

scheme in vehicle ad hoc networks(VANETs) with low storage space and computational cost. In2

2008, Lu et al.[8] proposed an conditional privacy preservation scheme called ECPP protocol. The3

ECPP protocol provides conditional privacy preservation to vehicles in VANETs, that is, on one hand4

vehicles can achieve anonymous authentication in the network, on the other hand allow to be traced5

and revoked if necessary. However, ECPP scheme suffers from large storage and high computational6

cost. In our scheme, an improved protocol based on the concept of ECPP protocol has been proposed,7

which uses minimal interaction steps, little storage space and less computation overhead to achieve8

more efficiency conditional privacy preservation(MECPP) scheme in VANETs.9

Keywords: Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks; Conditional Privacy; Revocation;10

1. Introduction11

Many people are seriously injured or killed in road traffic accidents due to carelessness, traffic12

congestion, traffic violations, inadequate road information, increased population and lack of secure13

infrastructure. Therefore, reducing traffic congestion and enhancing road safety are the issues that14

we people are most concerned about. With the development of wireless communication technology,15

VANETs have aroused widespread interest. In VANET, vehicle can send other nearby vehicles about16

the traffic and road conditions to warn of potential emergencies and traffic jams. In addition to helping17

prevent accidents, VANETs also provide convenience and business services that will help improve a18

driver’s experience[1].19

However, before taking this wonderful application into practice, security and privacy issues in20

VANETs must be resolved. So far, the security issues of VANETs have been studied in detail, while21

the privacy issues still have many open questions [2]-[4]. In the absence of privacy protection, the22

adversary can track the location of the target vehicle by collecting their routine information. Even23

worse if a legitimate anonymous vehicle becomes malicious, there is no way to identify and revoke24

it. Thus it is necessary to limit malicious vehicles, the privacy protection must be conditional for the25

vehicles which are able to be tracked and revoked if need. Therefore, how to implement conditional26

anonymous authentication has become a basic design requirement in VANETs.27

In the past few years, many secure VANET schemes have been proposed, but there are still28

some unsolved problems. In [5], distributing and searching of huge certificate revocation list(CRL)29

is inevitable, the overhead of authentication will increase linearly with the increase of CRLs. The30

higher overhead of identifying and revoking malicious vehicles makes GSIS [6] and hybrid method [7]31

unsuitable for real-time VANETs. ECPP [8], proposed by Lu et al, is a relatively practical scheme which32

deals with the growing revocation list while achieving conditional traceability by the authorities, but it33

also suffers drawbacks: 1) It needs large space to storage every vehicle’s temporary information to34

reveal the malicious vehicles if necessary; 2) Vehicle will interact with infrastructure unit several times35

during short-time anonymous key generation. It’s not practical to interact many times in real word.36
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To resolve these problems above, we propose a more efficient conditional private preservation37

scheme based on ECPP. The main contributions of this paper include the following: 1)reduces the38

storage space. When dispute occurs, the centralized Trusted Authority can decrypt the real identity39

of rogue vehicle just by certification. So it don’t need to storage temporary information and that will40

save considerable storage space; 2)lower down half of the interaction steps during anonymous key41

generation phase. When vehicles move in road, the speed is usually high and it needs interacting fastly.42

Less interaction steps help to increase the interaction speed; 3)provides more efficient computation43

overhead in anonymous key generation phase. The presented performance studies and comparisons44

with ECPP demonstrate that our scheme is effective and efficient.45

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work will be surveyed.46

In Section 3, system model, desired requirements in VANETs will be describe. We will also review the47

bilinear pairing techniques in Section 4. Our improved MECPP will be presented in Section 5. Section48

6 will give security analysis about our protocol, followed by performance analysis in Section 7. Finally,49

we conclude the paper in Section 8.50

2. RELATED WORK51

There are many research works about anonymity authentication of VANETs in the last past52

years. In 2006, Gamage et al.[21] gave a privacy protection scheme for VANET based on ID-based53

ring signature. However, this scheme does not achieve conditional privacy. Later, two PKI-based54

authentication schemes were proposed by Raya and Hubaux[2] in which a large number of anonymous55

public/private key pairs and corresponding public key certificates are preloaded. Each public/private56

key pair has a short lifetime and is changed frequently. As a result, a larger storage capacity is required.57

In addition, the CRL will grow with time, their revocation protocols will encounter problems with58

efficiency.59

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND SYSTEM SECURITY60

3.1. SYSTEM MODEL61

Figure 1. System Model

Figure 1 illustrate the VANET system.62

System roles: VANETs generally consist of vehicles equipped with wireless communication63

devices which is called On Board Unit (OBU), infrastructure units such as Road Side Units (RSUs)64

which are located on the roadside or at a street intersection providing wireless interfaces to vehicles65

within their radio coverage, and a centralized Trusted Authority (TA) who is responsible for the RSU66

and OBU Registration, and what is more, recovering the vehicle’s identity if it is necessary.67
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Channels: To secure the vehicular communications which are mainly served for the civilian68

applications, we have following assumption about the channels:69

• OBU communicates with RSU or other OBU through wireless links which is unsecured.70

• RSU is assumed to connect with the TA by wired links or any other creditable links with high71

bandwidth, low bit error rates and low delay.72

3.2. System Security73

In this subsection, we present the system assumption and the desired requirements for our74

proposed protocol.75

3.2.1. Secure VANETs Assumption76

• All OBUs and RSUs are registered with the TA. The TA is infeasible to be compromised in the77

system and can be fully trusted by all parties.78

• RSUs are usually deployed in open unattended environments which can be compromised by79

attackers or collude with each other. However, we assume that RSUs are monitored so that their80

compromise can be detected in a short time. As a result, at a given time slot, very few RSUs are81

compromised.82

• OBUs have limited computing power and storage space while TAs have greater computational83

power and enough hareware.84

3.2.2. Desired Requirements85

• Anonymous Vehicle Authentication. The purpose of anonymous vehicle authentication is to86

verify a vehicle’s authentic and legitimate while without revealing the real ID of vehicle.87

• Short-term Linkability. In some cases, like broadcasting road condition, applications require that88

a recipient can link two messages sent out by the same OBU in the short-term.89

• Long-term Unlinkability. In the long-term, messages from the same vehicle should not be able90

to be linked by attackers or eavesdroppers91

• Traceability and Revocation. There must be an TA in VANETs who can trace the OBU that abuses92

the VANET. In addition, once the compromised OBU has been revealed, TA must revocate it93

immediately to prevent any further damage.94

• Non-repudiation. Both OBUs and RSUs should not deny their behaviors and must be responsible95

for the decision.96

• Efficiency. On the one hand, OBUs have resource-limited computing power to make VANETs97

economically viable. On the other hand, OBUs may move with the high speed. Suppose the98

application incorporates emergency information to be transferring to another vehicle which99

has more probability to meet accident, this nees a quick response from the network to pass the100

information. A delay less than a second may cause severe damage and result in meaningless101

message. Therefore, the computation overhead and communication overhead at each vehicle102

must be as small as possible.103

4. PRELIMINARIES104

4.1. Bilinear Pairing105

Let G1, G2 be the finite additive groups and GT be the finite multiplicative group with same106

order p where |G1| = |G2| = |GT | = p, the bilinear pairing e : G1 × G2 → GT satisfies the following107

properties [13]:108

• Bilinearity: The mapping e : G1 × G2 → GT is said to be bilinear if the following relation holds:109

e(ha
1, hb

2) = e(h1, h2)
ab, ∀h1 ∈ G1, ∀h2 ∈ G2 and ∀a, b ∈ Zp.110

• Non-degeneracy: There exists h1 ∈ G1, h2 ∈ G2 such that e(h1, h2) is not the identity of GT .111
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• Isomorphism: ψ is an isomorphism from G2 to G1, with ψ(h2) = h1112

• Computability: The bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT can be computed efficiently.113

4.2. The Strong Diffie-Hellman Assumption114

In this subsection, we state the strong Diffie-Hellman hardness assumption on which our scheme115

are based. Let g1 be a generator of cyclic groups G1 and g2 be a generator of cyclic groups G2. G1 and116

G2 have the same prime order p.117

q-Strong Diffie-Hellman Problem(q-SDH). Given a (q + 2)-tuple (g1, g2, gx
2 , gx2

2 , ..., gxq

2 ) as input,118

output a pair (c, g
1

x+c
1 ) where c ∈ Z∗p. An algorithm A is said to has advantage ε in solving q− SDH119

problem if120

Pr[A(g1, g2, gx
2 , ..., gxq

2 ) = (c, g
1

x+c
1 )] ≥ ε (1)

where the probability is over the random choice of x in Z∗p and the random bits consumed by A.121

Theorem 1. We say that the (q, t, ε) − SDH assumption holds in (G1, G2) if no t − time algorithm has122

advantage at least ε in solving the q− SDH problem in (G1, G2).123

4.3. Weak Chosen Message Attacks124

In this paper, we will prove our scheme existential unforgeability under a weak chosen message125

attack [20], which need the adversary submit all messages in advance and then are provided the126

public key and signatures. This notion is defined using the following game between a challenger and127

adversary A:128

Query: A list of qs messages M1, ..., Mqs ∈ {0, 1}∗ was sent to chanllenger by adversary A.129

Response: The challenger runs algorithm KeyGen to generate a public key PK and private key130

SK and then give A the public key PK and signatures σi = Sign(SK, Mi) for i = 1, ..., qs.131

Output: Algorithm A wins the game if a pair (M, σ) is output, where:132

1. M is not in (M1, ..., Mqs), and133

2. Veri f y(PK, M, σ) = true134

Theorem 2. A forger A(t, qs, ε)-weakly breaks a signature scheme is A runs in time at most t, A makes at135

most qs signature queries, and has advantage at least ε. A signature scheme is (t, qs, ε)-existentially unforgeable136

under a weak chosen message attack if no forger (t, qs, ε)-weakly breaks it.137

5. OUR IMPROVED MORE EFFICIENT PROTOCOL138

Our MECPP protocol includes four parts: system initialization, temporary anonymous key139

generation, safe message sending, and fast tracking algorithm.140

5.1. System Initialization141

First of all, The TA generates the system parameters (p, G1, G2, GT , g1, g2, e) for each RSU and142

vehicle using the security parameter k. Then it chooses a random number u ∈ Z∗p as its master key143

and computes U = gu
2 ∈ G2 as its public key. In addition, it selects two secure hash functions: f and h,144

where f , h : 0, 1∗ → Z∗p, and a secure symmetric encryption algorithm Enck(). Finally, TA publishes all145

public prameters (p, G1, G2, GT , g1, g2, e, U, f , Enck()).146

5.1.1. OBU Registration Protocol147

When an OBU register to system with its identity IDi, TA does the following:148

1. Check the validity of the identity IDi. If not valid, terminate the protocol;149
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2. Choose a fixed-length random number rnd ∈ Z∗p, compute the pseudo-id PIDi = Encu(rnd||150

IDi||h(rnd||IDi));151

3. Set Si = g
1

h(PIDi)+u
1 ∈ G1.152

4. Return to OBU the private key ski = (PIDi, Si).153

5.1.2. RSU Registration Protocol154

When a RSU apply for registering, TA does:155

1. Get a location information Li ∈ Z∗p such that h(Li) + u 6≡ 0 mod p, set Ai = g
1

h(Li)+u
1 ∈ G1;156

2. Return to RSU the location-awareness key Ai, where the location-awareness key means it working157

at location Li;158

Subsequently, RSU itself picks a random number xi ∈ Z∗p as the secret key which is used to159

encrypt OBU’s pseudo-id.160

5.2. Temporary Anonymous Key Generation161

This part, we will describe how to generate the OBU temporary anonymous key.162

Based on ECPP, we propose an improved protocol. First of all, the temporary anonymous163

information of OBU do not have to be stored by RSU. After mutual authentication, a random pseudo-id164

of OBU has been generated by RSU which is contained in temporary certificate. When a dispute occurs,165

the real identity of malicious vehicle could be recovered from temporary certification by RSU and166

TA together. The temporary anonymous key will be changed frequently, therefore that will help to167

save large storage spaces. Secondly, the interaction rounds are decreased to 3 times on the premise of168

mutual anthentication in our scheme, while 6 times in ECPP. Because only valid RSU at location Lj can169

decrypt the cihpertext to get the pseudo-id PIDi, there is no risk in disclosing its pseudo-id PIDi to an170

attacker. It is more practical in the real world with less interactions. Finally, computation overhead is171

reduced because of less pairing operation and less point multiplication.172

Table 1. OBU temporary anonymous key generation

OBU(IDi, PIDi) RSU(IDj) at location Lj

R1 = (g
h(Lj)
2 ·U)(r1)

R2 = e(g1, g2)
r1

Y = gx
1

SigOBU = S(r1+ f (R2||Ti ||Y))
i

C = EncR2 (Y, Ti, SigOBU , PIDi)
(R1, C)−−−−→

R′2 = e(Aj, R1)
decrypt C as DecR′2 (C), Judge Ti and PIDi

check R′2 · e(g1, g2)
f (R′2||Ti ||Y) ?

= e(SigOBU , gh(PIDi)
2 ·U)

issue the cetificate Certi = (Lj, Ti, Y, PID′i , SigRSU),

where PID′i = Encxj (Ti, PIDi), SigRSU = A f (R′2||Ti ||Y||PID′i )
j

(Certi)←−−−−
Judge Ti and check

e(g
h(Lj)
2 ·U, SigRSU)

?
= e(g1, g2)

f (R2||Ti ||Y||PID′i )

• Setp 1. When an OBU go into the location Lj, it firstly compute R1 = (g
h(Lj)

2 · U)(r1) ∈ G2173

and R2 = e(g1, g2)
r1 where r1 ∈ Z∗p is a random number. Then the OBU chooses another174

random number x ∈ Z∗p as its temporary short-time anonymous private key, computes the175

corresponding temporary public key Y = gx
1 ∈ G1. At last, the OBU uses its private key Si176
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to make a signature SigOBU = S(r1+ f (R2||Ti ||Y))
i where Ti is the current time-stamp, encrypts177

the signature as C = EncR2(Y, Ti, SigOBU , PIDi), and sends request information (R1, C) to the178

RSU(IDj).179

• Step 2. After receiving the request, RSU(IDj) computes R′2 = e(Aj, R1), and decrypts the
ciphertext C with R′2. Then RSU(IDj) will check the validity of Ti and PIDi. Either of them are

invalid, the protocol aborts. Otherwise, RSU(IDj) checks the equation R′2 · e(g1, g2)
f (R′2||Ti ||Y) ?

=

e(SigOBU , gh(PIDi)
2 · U). If it holds, i.e., the OBU is authenticated, then RSU(IDj) issues the

certificate Certi = (Lj, Ti, Y, PID′i , SigRSU), where PID′i = Encxj(Ti, PIDi) and SigRSU =

f (R′2||Ti||Y||PID′i)Aj, the lifecycle of certification is based on time-stamp Ti; otherwise, the
OBU fails the authentication since

e(SigOBU , gh(PIDi)
2 ·U)

= e(S(r1+ f (R2||Ti ||Y))
i , gh(PIDi)

2 · gu
2 )

= e(g
(r1+ f (R2 ||Ti ||Y))

h(PIDi)+u
1 , g(h(PIDi)+u)

2 )

= R′2 · e(g1, g2)
f (R′2||Ti ||Y)

(2)

• Setp 3. To verify RSU(IDj) and the validity of certificate Certi, the OBU checks e(g
h(Lj)

2 ·
U, SigRSU)

?
= e(g1, g2)

f (R2||Ti ||Y||PID′i ). If it holds, Certi is valid and the RSU is also authenticated,
because the adversary has no ability to recover the secret key R2; Otherwise, the protocol aborts
and the RSU cannot pass the authentication since

e(g
h(Lj)

2 ·U, SigRSU)

= e(g
h(Lj)

2 · gu
2 , A f (R′2||Ti ||Y||PID′i )

j )

= e(g
(h(Lj)+u)
2 , g

f (R′2 ||Ti ||Y||PID′i )
h(Lj)+u

1 )

= e(g1, g2)
f (R′2||Ti ||Y||PID′i )

= e(g1, g2)
f (R2||Ti ||Y||PID′i )

(3)

5.3. Safe Message Sending180

1. Signing: When vehicle i wants to send message M to other surrounding vehicles, it signs on181

message M with the short-time anonymous public key certificate Certi and the private key x182

before sending it out.183

• Step 1. Compute R = gr
1 ∈ G1 where r ∈ Z∗p is a random number, and sign the message184

sr ≡ r + x · h(M, R)(mod p).185

• Step 2. Set signature SigM = (R, sr, Certi).186

2. Verification: Once receiving the message, the receiver is firstly checking the validity of Ti and187

Certi like Step 3 in subsection 5.2. If invalid, the verification process aborts. Otherwise, the188

receiver verify the signature SigM by checking the equotation gsr
1 = R · Yh(M,R). If it holds, the189

message is ture and can be accepted, otherwise neglected.190

191

5.4. Fast Tracking192

Tracing operation is a essential issue for anonymous communication system. If a malicious vehicle193

makes a violation, the real identity of the signature should be revoked and transfered to the judiciary194

for punishment. When the TA receives the report:195
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• step 1. The TA sends the tracing demand (M, SigM) to the specified RSU according to the location196

information Lj in Certi.197

• step 2. The RSU return the pseudo-id PIDi to TA by decrypting PIDi = Decxj(PID′i) with security198

key xj.199

• step 3. The TA recovers the real identity IDi by decrypting rnd||IDi||h(rnd||IDi) = Decu(PIDi)200

with master key u and then calculate h′(rnd||IDi). If h′(rnd||IDi) = h(rnd||IDi), the IDi and201

PIDi are valid and then broadcasts the pseudo-id PIDi to all RSUs. Then the malicious vehicle202

can not get temporary short-time anonymous key from the RSUs any more.203

6. SECURITY ANALYSIS204

6.1. PROVABLE SECURITY205

1. Private Key Security. The TA use master key to allocate initial private keys to OBUs or206

RSUs during the registration stage. The security of private key is based on the q-SDH[18] hardness207

assumption. Even through several OBUs and RSUs are compromised, deducing the private keys208

of other OBUS and RSUs from the compromised private key is still computationally infeasible.it is209

still computationally infeasible to deduce other OBUs and RSUs’ private keys from the compromised210

private keys.211

Lemma 1. If the q-SDH assumption holds in (G1, G2), then our scheme is secure against existential forgery212

under a chosen message attack.213

Proof of Lemma 1. Assume A is a forger that (t, qS, ε)-breaks our scheme and B is an attacker which214

solves the q− SDH problem in time t′ with advantage ε by interacting with A. (g1, g2, A1, ..., Aq) is a215

instance of the q− SDH problem, where Ai = g(xi)
2 ∈ G2 for i = 1, ...., q and for some unknown x ∈ Z∗p.216

For convenience we set A0 = g2. Algorithm B’s goal is to produce a pair (c, g
1

x+c
1 ) for some c ∈ Z∗p. It217

does so as follows:218

Query: Algorithm A chooses a list of random pseudo-id PID1, PID2, ..., PIDqs ∈ Z∗p, and requests219

for private key of PIDi, where qs < q. We may assume that qs = q− 1.220

Response: B must response with TA’s public key and PIDi’s private keys. Let f (y) be the221

polynomial f (y) = ∏
q−1
i=1 (y + h(PIDi)). Expand f (y) and write f (y) = ∑

q−1
i=0 αiyi where α0, ..., αq−1 ∈222

Zp. Compute:223

P′2 ←
q−1

∏
i=0

(Ai)
αi = g f (x)

2 and KTA ←
q

∏
i=1

(Ai)
αi−1 = gx f (x)

2 = (g′2)
x (4)

Also, let P′1 = ψ(P′2). The public key given to A is (P′1, P′2, KTA). Next, algorithm B will generate224

private keys ki for each PIDi where i = 1, 2, ..., q− 1. To do so, let fi(y) be the polynomial fi(y) =225

f (y)/(y + h(PIDi)) = ∏
q−1
j=1,j 6=i(y + h(PIDj)). We expand and write fi(y) = ∑

q−2
j=0 β jyj. Compute226

Si ←
q−2

∏
j=0

A
β j
j = g fi(x)

2 = (g′2)
1

x+h(PIDi) ∈ G2 (5)

Observe that ki = ψ(Si) ∈ G1 is a valid private key of PIDi under the public key (P′1, P′2, KTA).227

Algorithm B gives the q− 1 private keys k1, ..., kq−1 to A.228

Output: Algorithm A returns a forgery (PID∗, k∗) such that k∗ ∈ G1 is a valid private key229

for PID∗ and PID∗ /∈ PID1, ..., PIDq−1. In other words, e(k∗, KTA · (g′2)
h(PID∗)) = e(g′1, g′2). Since230

KTA = (g′2)
x, we have that e(k∗, (g′2)

(x+h(PID∗))) = e(g′1, g′2) and therefore231

k∗ = (g′1)
1

x+h(PID∗) = g
f (x)

x+h(PID∗)
1 (6)
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Using long division we expand the polynomial f as f (y) = γ(y)(y + h(PID∗)) + γ−1 for some232

polynimal γ(y) = ∑
q−2
i=0 γiyi and some γ−1 ∈ Zp. Then computing as233

f (y)/(y + h(PID∗)) =
γ−1

y + h(PID∗)
+

q−2

∑
i=0

γiyi (7)

Note that γ−1 6= 0, since f (y) = ∏
q−1
i=1 (y + h(PIDi)) and PID∗ /∈ PID1, ..., PIDq−1, as thus234

(y + h(PID∗)) does not divide f (y). Then algorithm B computes235

ω ← (k∗ ·
q−2

∏
i=0

ψ(Ai)
−γi )1/γ−1 = g

1
x+h(PID∗)
1 (8)

and returns (h(PID∗), ω) as the solution to the q− SDH instance.236

2. Signautre Security. The security of OBU’s signature SigM is based on the discrete logarithm237

assumption. It’s is infeasible to output a forgery in polynomial time which makes our scheme resisitve238

to the impersonation attack and the bogus message spoofing attack.239

Lemma 2. If the discrete logarithm assumption holds, then the signature is secure against existential forgery240

under an adaptively chosen message attack.241

Proof of Lemma 2. We suppose that A who is an adversary taking message M and public key Y as242

input has a non-negligible probability to output an existential forgery in polynomial time. Then A can243

get two forgeries for the same message according to the forking lemma [19]. Let SigM = (R, s1) and244

Sig′M = (R, s2) are the two signature forgeries respectively, where R = gr
1, s1 = r + x · h(M, R) mod p245

and s2 = r + x · h′(M, R) mod p. Then we have the following equation.246

s1 − s2 = x(h(M, R)− h′(M, R)) mod p (9)

Hence247

x = (s1 − s2)(h(M, R)− h′(M, R))−1 mod p (10)

As can be seen from the above, x can be computed successfully. But it contradicts with the discrete248

logrithm assumption. Therefore, SigM is unforgeable.249

6.2. FURTHER SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME250

1. Mutual Authentication. Our scheme realizes mutual authentication between the RSU and the251

OBU by the request-response protocol.252

• The RSU can quickly authenticate the OBU. In Step 2 of Subsection 5.2, if the verification equation253

R′2 · e(g1, g2)
f (R′2||Ti ||Y) = e(SigOBU , gh(PIDi)

2 ·U) holds, the OBU can authenticated with pseudo-id254

PIDi. Since the private key is secure according to Lemma 1, therefore SigOBU is unforgeable, and255

no adversary can launch an impersonations attack on the RSU.256

• The OBU can also efficiently authenticate the RSU at location Lj. In Step 3 of Subsection 5.2, if257

the equation e(h(Lj)P2 + U, SigRSU) = e(g1, g2)
f (R2||Ti ||Y||PID′i ) holds, the RSU is authenticated.258

Because the adversary is infeasible to recover the correct R2 without knowing the RSU’s private259

key Aj = g
1

h(Lj)+u

1 .260

2. Anonymous Vehicle Authentication. The OBU’s identity can be kept perfectly anonymous in261

this protocol, since the real ID of OBU is not known to the RSU and other vehicles except the TA.262
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• When the OBU requests for a short-time anonymous key, it sends to RSU the pseudo-id PIDi =263

Encu(rnd||IDi) which is a random identity mark, and RSU does not know who it is.264

• When OBUs communicate each other, OBU uses a random pseudo-id PID′i = Encxj(Ti, PIDi) to265

denote the identity, it is different with time going by and it has no means to other OBUs.266

3. Short-term Linkability. Since the anonymous key is valid for a short time interval, any267

message signed by that key can be linked.268

4. Long-term Unlinkability. In order to protect the privacy of the driver, we require that the269

information sent by the same vehicle be unlinkable in the long-term. We calculate the probability to270

quantify the risk that the victim OBU is tracked by some compromised RSUs. Here we give some271

assumptions:272

• The RSUs may be compromised because of the insecure environment, but will be quickly rescued273

in the next period. We assume that the number of RSUs is Nrsu, and at most probability pc RSUs274

can be compromised. Then the number of compromised RSUs is Nc = Nrsu ∗ pc.275

• We assume that the number of anonymous keys that an OBU requests at some period is Nk.276

Let Pr{i} represent the probability that exactly i (i ≥ 2) among Nk anonymous keys are requested277

from different compromised RSUs, we have Pr{i} =
(Nrsu−Nc

Nk−i )(Nc
i )

(Nrsu
Nk

)
. Then the probability is278

Pr{i ≥ 2} = 1− Pr{i = 0} − Pr{i = 1}

= 1−
(Nrsu−Nc

Nk
)(Nc

0 ) + (Nrsu−Nc
Nk−1 )(Nc

1 )

(Nrsu
Nk

)

(11)

Figure 2. Tracking Probability

From Figure 2 below, it can be seen that the tracking probability increases very slowly with the279

increase of the number of anonymous keys and the number of compromised RSUs. So it is long-term280

unlinkability.281

6. Traceability. Even if the message does not contain identifying information about vehicles, by282

using our Fast Tracking algorithm describe in Subsection 5.4, the TA can recover the real identity of the283

malicious vehicle if required.284

7. Non-repudiation. It is obvious that signature SigOBU of OBU can provide the non-repudiation285

proof on the OBU’s temporary anonymous key requesting, while signature SigRSU of RSU provide the286

non-repudiation proof on cert issue.287
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7. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS288

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed protocol with ECPP.289

7.1. Computation Overhead on Short-time Anonymous Key Generation290

As ECPP, we give the main processing time for an MNT curve of embedding degree k = 6 and291

160− bitq. The result was obtained on an Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHZ machine [17].292

Table 2. The Main Processing Time for MNT Curve

Descriptions Execution Time

Tpmul The time for one point multiplication 0.6 ms
Tpair The time for one pairing operation 4.5ms

In ECPP protocol, it requires 13Tpmul + 6Tpair to generate the short-time anonymous key. Let
TECPP be the required time cost in ECPP, then we have:

TECPP = 13Tpmul + 6Tpair = 13 ∗ 0.6 + 6 ∗ 4.5 = 34.8

In our scheme, there are less pairing computation and e(P1, P2) can be calculate in advance. Let
TMECPP stand for the required time cost in our MECPP protocol, so that:

TMECPP = 7Tpmul + 3Tpair = 7 ∗ 0.6 + 3 ∗ 4.5 = 17.7

From the comparison, we can notice that our require time has decreased by about 50%. Besides,293

our interaction steps are decreased to 3 times while ECPP is 6 times.294

7.2. RSU Storage Overhead295

In ECPP, every short-time anonymous key should be storaged by RSU in order to track the296

malicious vehicle. While in our MECPP, pseudo-id is hidden in Cert, so the real identity could be297

decrypted from Cert directly, when it is necessary.298

Considering that the short-time anonymous key will be changed frequently to secure the identity,299

it helps to save a large of storage space for RSU.300

In this sense, our MECPP protocol is more practial than ECPP.301

8. CONCLUSION302

In this paper, we proposed an optimized protocol based on ECPP for secure vehicular303

communications. Our protocol not only provides the security and privacy protection to vehicles304

but also is more efficient than ECPP in terms of computation overhead on temporary anonymous key305

generation and RSU storage overhead. In the next study, we will try to improve the efficiency of batch306

certification on the temporary anonymous key generation phase.307
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